
How to Run a Perfect Advisory Meeting

Before the meeting
Client Name
Business Name
Date of meeting

Research your existing client
Company website
Annual accounts
Google search
Social media
Mystery shop the business
Compare and contrast their business to competitors

Goals

Business Goals Financial Goals Personal Goals

12 Months

3 Years

Strengths
Identify three things the client currently does successfully

Opportunities to Improve
What are the three things the client could be doing better in their business and what
do they need to do to make it happen?

What they could be doing better How to make it happen

1

2

3



Prepare the Spotlight Report
What’s new and significant?
Large gaps between budget and actuals
Big variations between this year and last year
Any trends which could be significant
Profit & Loss Analysis - what does the year-to-date position look like? How are we doing
on budget vs actuals, and this year vs last year? Where are the material differences?
What does the forward projection look like?
Cash Profiler - How healthy is their cash position? Can they pay their monthly bills?

Send a proposed agenda with objectives of the session to the client
Client update - what has been happening? Are their goals still the same? Project
updates? Update and exploration of the financials and KPIs
Looking forward - next steps and opportunities

During the meeting

Completed Business Goals Notes

Clarify the client’s objectives for the session
1. What do you want to achieve in this session?
2. Does the agenda match what you want to
achieve? 3. Has anything changed since we last
met?
4. What do you personally want to achieve as a result of

running your business?

Ask the client if they are happy with the actions and timing

Ask about their business and personal goals
1. Are they on track to achieving them?
2. What is the financial, reputational, and personal risk of

not achieving them?
3. What have they tried so far to meet their objectives and

how has it gone?



Biggest challenges they face in running their business or
achieving their objectives

1. Explore the challenges and what the root cause might be 2.
Uncover the threat or impact of not solving these challenges
3. What are the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats
4. What actions need to be taken to resolve the
challenges 5. When do those actions need to be
undertaken, by when? 6. When do those actions need to
be undertaken, by when 7. How do the challenges make
them feel emotionally?

Questions to get your clients to open up about their business
and challenges

● What is the biggest thing you are working on right now
● If you could wave a magic wand what would you
change about your business
● What is changing in your world
● What threats do you see now and in the future
● What challenges are you facing in your business
● What is working and not working at the moment in

your business

Go through the spotlight reports you prepared. The discussion
above will help you deliver the information and insights in the
report and guide the client through what needs to be done

Ideally you would have
● Clarity on their biggest pain points
● The cost to them of not solving these
● Their urgency to solve them
● Their emotions regarding these pain points

Identify additional services you could offer them, and if
it is appropriate, share the fees for these services.

At the conclusion of the meeting, list and agree on next
steps 1. Proposal
2. Set a date for the next meeting

After the meeting

Complete these tasks following the meeting with your client



Update the Action Plan page in your Spotlight report and transfer the notes from
this document over
Send the updated report to your client
Follow up with your client in 2 weeks to see how they are getting on with the actions or
to update them on the actions at your end
Send the list of next steps to the client and any relevant notes from the session to
the client
Important notes on what the client has mentioned in the meeting. This can range
from changes in circumstances, asset purchases, family movements, travel plans,
accommodation requirements
Things the client asked about or raised with you when you presented the spotlight
report Your clients reaction or comments in regards to the three strengths you have
mentioned

Questions to ask clients in advisory meetings
If next year is (about the same / slightly better / slightly worse) than last year is that
an acceptable position for you?
If not, why not? Is the business / structure prepared - liquidity / working capital /
physical space / warehouses & offices / headcount
What needs to change?
What will have the biggest impact? Who will be responsible? What does success 12
months from now look like and where is the plan to get you there? Can you afford NOT
to know the impacts of your business decisions before you make them?

What is your number one priority for this business during this fiscal year?

In order to make better, more informed decisions, what is the most important and
useful information that we can provide you with?

What’s the biggest challenge you are having in your business right now?

What is the most important aspect of your business?

Based on where you are year to date and what I know your goal is, what types of
strategies are you looking to implement to meet that goal?

What are your most important non-financial goals right now?

Who will be making the final decisions on this project and who will be in charge of
implementation?

Is there anything that you or your employees are doing that may be getting in the way of
achieving this result?

Can you tell me what your ideal client looks like?

Do I have the most up to date information on your financial situation? What can I
update? If you’re not on track, what are you willing to change to get on track? What
won’t you change?

Tips for running advisory meetings



Offer a Board experience with Spotlight Reporting, build a pack
Do a surprise and delight dashboard promotion alongside annuals and gst returns
Explore a scenario - implicate / demonstrate how you can help this come to pass When
you meet with your clients, you can ask all stakeholders of the company what they are
looking to achieve in their business, personally and financially in the next 12 months and
in the next 3 years, and then you know what level of reporting these clients require and
you can set some target goals from that point.
It is great to start off simple and introduce spotlight to just a handful of your clients. You
could start off with preparing a profit and loss statement and a balance sheet and
showcase these to your clients then you may introduce more specific statements such
as a cash flow forecast.
You can provide a dashboard along with your gst or tax clients to upsell BAS. Spotlight
has the functionality to provide wealth reporting as an addition to reporting,
forecasting and dashboard reporting, so for those sole traders or family trusts that
might just be receiving a tax return every year, you could provide wealth reporting.


